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0. Introduction. In [l] Rohlin proved tha t every aperiodic metric 
automorphism of a Lebesgue space with finite entropy possesses an a 
generator with finite entropy and in [2] he proved that every aper
iodic countable to one metric endomorphism possesses a countable 
generator. This latter problem was also solved by the present author 
for the case of an algebraic automorphism [3]. In this note we present 
alternative approaches to these theorems. §2 is concerned with metric 
automorphisms and Rohlin's theorem is established in a manner 
which exhibits the relationship between principal partitions and a 
generators. §3 is concerned with algebraic endomorphisms and 
Rohlin's theorem is established by means of an adaptation of the 
method of [3]. Details will be published elsewhere; it is hoped that the 
sequence in which the results are presented will illustrate the methods 
employed. 

For an account of the definitions and basic properties of Lebesgue 
spaces, measurable partitions, metric homomorphisms, endomor
phisms and automorphisms cf. [4]. For the definitions and basic prop
erties of conditional entropy Hfë/rj) and entropy i?(£) defined for 
measurable partitions £, rj cf. [4], [S], 

An algebraic homomorphism [endomorphism, automorphism] is 
defined in the same way as a metric homomorphism [endomorphism, 
automorphism] except that the measure preserving property is re
placed by the condition of nonsingularity. 

Throughout we will be concerned with ergodic endomorphisms T 
of a Lebesgue space (X, B, m). (The method we outline could easily 
be adapted to the case of aperiodic endomorphisms.) Equations 
involving partitions or sets will be interpreted mod 0. 

1. Notations and definitions. Z denotes the set of all measurable 
partitions £ such that H(£) <<x>. (If ê £ Z then £ is countable mod 0.) 
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We use the notation £~ = V*lo T~1^ and when T is an automorphism 
£r = Vil ~oo T% e denotes the unit partition of X into single point sets. 

If £"" = € then £ is called a generator [2]. (In [3] such a partition £ 
was called a strong generator.) If T is an automorphism and £r = €, 
then £ is called an a generator [2]. (In [ l ] such a partition £ was 
called a generator.) 

For a metric endomorphism T we let A(r, £) = iï(£/£-) and &(!T) 
= sup£<=z K2", £)• This latter quantity is called the entropy of T. 

We shall need repeatedly the following basic lemma of Rohlin 
[1], [6]. 

LEMMA R. If ce^/3 aw J ^ £ elements of /3 comprise a countable number 
of elements of a (mod 0) then there exists a countable partition y such 
that a = J 3 V Y . This happens in particular when H(a/{i) < oo and in this 
case y can be chosen so that H(y) < oo. When H(a/I3) ^ J then y can be 
chosen so that H(y)^15(H(a/P))U2 

COROLLARY. If T is an ergodic automorphism and Ta = a, T{i=(i 
where the elements of /3 comprise a countable number of elements of a 
(mod 0) (in particular if H (a/(3) < oo ) then a=PVyî if 71 = (C?i, X — G) 
where m(Gi)>0 and G1CGE7. Consequently for every 8 > 0 there exists 
71 £ Z , H(yi) <S, such that a =p\/yî. 

2. a generators for ergodic metric automorphisms with finite 
entropy. Throughout this section T will denote an ergodic metric 
automorphism with finite entropy. 

rj is said to be a principal partition if TTJ—TJ and h(T)=h(Tv) or 
equivalently, if Trj=rj and TÇ^Ç^rj implies T"? = f [7]. 

LEMMA 1. If J f ^ f and h(T)~H(Ç/T~"lÇ) (such partitions can be 
constructed by the methods of [s]), then f = %\/T-lÇ where £ £ Z . For any 
such £, £y is principal. 

The proof depends on Lemma R. 

COROLLARY. There exists £ £ Z such that £r is principal. 

LEMMA 2. /ƒ77 is principal and ô > 0 then there exists 7 E Z , H(y) <5 , 
such that 7rV^7 = €. 

The proof is based on Lemma R and its corollary. 
Lemma 2 and the corollary to Lemma 1 imply: 

THEOREM 1 [ l ] . There exists an a generator a£Z. Moreover the set 
of a generators is dense in { £ £ Z : h(T)—h(T, £)}. (Here Z is endowed 
with the metric d(a, £) =H(a/%) +H(£/a).) 
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3. Generators for ergodic countable to one algebraic endo-
morphisms. In this section T denotes an ergodic countable to one 
algebraic endomorphism. 

LEMMA 3. There exists a countable partition /? and a sequence of finite 
partitions ei^€2^ • • • en | e such that e—^\fT~le and PVT^^n^en-i. 

Lemma 3, which rests on Lemma R, permits an adaptation of the 
method of [3] to prove: 

THEOREM 2 [2]. There exists a countable generator. 
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